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Paul LaViolette February 28, at 3: In any case, if one believes the soul is immortal, even if a superwave does
occur and cause fatalities, in the long run one still retains conscious awareness in an ascended state. These
odds are figured very roughly. A major simulation project should be conducted to figure what the actual odds
will be for a G2 binary star triggering an outburst. Larry G February 28, at 6: Maybe there would be some way
to seek some protection. March 1, at 6: This was the belief widely held in ancient cultures Ghost-Wikipedia.
According to occult tradition, there is a spirit body, as well as a material body, which exists in all of us Field
Guide to Ghosts and Other Apparitions, Hilary Evans and Patrick Huyghe, p. This was largely also the view of
Spiritualism. Paul LaViolette March 1, at 6: Hence in this sense it is higher dimensional. We cannot journey
there in physical form. But our subconscious has glimpses I believe and our souls likely reside in that higher
realm which we become aware of at death or in near death experiences. Once we are aware of that realm, we
likely will discover that there are yet other dimensions beyond even that realm. In fact, Creation may consist
of an infinite number of dimensions, only a few of which are currently accessible to us. But this gets a bit off
the subject of this posting which has to do with the G2 cloud. March 1, at 7: Paul LaViolette March 1, at 8:
The effects would be similar to a Carrington event solar flare which the U. National Research Council was
warning us about as early as About three weeks ago I awoke seeing the numbers 44 in my minds eye. I
immediately looked at the clock and it was 4: I knew, as this sort of thing has happened before, that it was a
profound message. When I got up that morning I felt impressed to look online at some of the more alternative
sites I frequent and the first article I saw was by Dr. My heart jumped in recognition of the same energy
signature that had awakened me during the night when I saw the number Later that day, when driving to pick
up my daughter from school I had a thought that, perhaps, the number meant the Event could occur in 44 days
which would place it on March 22nd â€¦a fascinating date as the numerology is â€¦the same number as many
secret societies use. What happened next was incredible! As I pondered the significance of March 22nd and
whether or not my experience was indeed pointing to that date my eyes got suddenly directed to the odometer
of the car I was drivingâ€¦that very second it hit 44, miles! Much has happened, internally and externally since
that experience to confirm the enormous significance of these next two months. I guess synchronicity favors
the curious:
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Morgan Swift and the Riddle of the Sphinx has 4 ratings and 1 review. unevendays said: After helping Morgan Swift
solve the Mindmaster mystery, two schoo.

Swift X-ray telescope days of observations of the GC. The Swift telescope is back in operation after being
off-line since last November. The reason is that the Sun was transiting the Galactic center and its radiation
interfered with observations in that direction. Now that the Sun is past this direction, Swift was able to get a
new data point red dot on the right side of the diagram. This shows that the X-ray intensity is less than 3 sigma
3 standard deviations , the upper dotted line, above the mean activity level, lower dashed line, which lies
slightly above the 0. The large flare that began close to day was due to magnetar SGR whose sky position lies
very close to the Galactic center GC. For more on relevance of the activity level, see update below. The Swift
website provides an email address where one can sign up to get automatic email updates of their telescope data
swift. But, I now found out that you must be an astronomer to sign up. So for those of you out there who have
published in astronomy journals, I encourage you to use this email address. For all others, be assured that I
will post any notifications they send me. There may be as much as a one day delay in receiving this data.
Additional information about the Swift data can be found here: It is a place where astronomers post their latest
observations on a wide range of astronomical objects. Information on the recent Swift observation is posted
here: One station is located in Athens, Greece, and their measurements for the past month can be viewed at
this link: To answer questions that were posted, I have added the following additional discussion: If the X-ray
intensity exceeds the 3 sigma level, this means that the Swift astronomers consider that the readings are
significant enough to communicate to other astronomers and other interested parties e. It does not necessarily
mean a danger for us. Also it does not necessarily mean that such elevated X-ray emission is coming from the
Galactic core. For example, the X-ray flare that occurred around day instead came from a magnetar close to
the core. These are shown in the diagram below taken from the paper of Degenaar, et al. The largest occurred
in flare 6. This was a lower intensity than the magnetar flare. All of these exceeded the 3 sigma level which is
about 3. Obviously, nothing earth shattering happened during these past events, so anything in this range
should not be anything to worry about, even if a notification is sent out. To take a wild guess, levels
corresponding to a superwave alert would likely have to exceed the 5, fold increase level. But as I have
warned in the previous posting, if this cloud contains a binary star and by chance the companion happens to
crash onto the core, the consequences could be disastrous. Hopefully this will not happen. Would we see core
activity leading up to a significant event? If a star or planet were about to fall into the core there would likely
be a significant rise in X-ray emission that would preceed the main rise by about 2 to 3 days. This would be
due to X-ray emission given off during pre fragmentation of the star or planet when it reaches within about 30
AU of the core see Galactic Pinball posting. Unfortunately, since there is a 1 day delay in Swift sending out
their activity notifications, this does not give you too much of a warning. Then when impact occurs, the
activity rise would be percipitous. It would come without warning similar to the sudden arrival of a gamma
ray burst. The only example we have of a Galactic core turning on is our observations of the Draco galaxy
located 3. Its core emission rose to full quasar intensity within 15 minutes. For information on this see the
following postings on the Starburst Superwave Forum:
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Get this from a library! Morgan Swift and the riddle of the Sphinx. [Martine Lesley] -- The adventurous high school
teacher accompanies two students to Egypt to watch a rock group shoot videos, only to find what should have been a
pleasure trip fraught with death threats and terrorism.

It was shown on BBC Two at Most of the episode was filmed in Langleybury , a country house in Abbots
Langley, Hertfordshire , which had previous been used for the Inside No. The opening exterior shot was
filmed in a court of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. The script was 32 pages in length, resulting in a
first cut that was 38 minutes long. Civilisation is "stripped away", resulting in the episode having the elements
of a Greek tragedy. Such constraints, he felt, encourage them to produce their best work. Shearsmith,
meanwhile, had never attempted a cryptic crossword before working on the episode, but has subsequently
started completing them. Pemberton dedicated the crossword, which was his first in print, to the late Kenny
Ireland. The two of them had completed the Guardian crossword daily while filming together for the television
comedy Benidorm. The puzzle worked independently of any references to Inside No. He is holding a gun, but
it is not loaded. Squires sets about to teach Nina: They turn to the clues for the next day, beginning to fill a
large grid. Squires uses the name of the Sphinx because she would asphyxiate and consume those who failed
to answer her riddle: Squires makes tea, as Nina looks to his trophies. A picture of Squires with his late wife
draws her attention, and they discuss the cut-throat world of competitive crosswording. Squires asks about
Simon, but catches Nina in a lie; her excuse is that she only wants to learn. Nina, though, suggests that it
should be bogs, otherwise Squires would be cheating. Suddenly spluttering, Squires takes a seat, as Nina
begins on the next clue. Squires is apparently paralysed in his chair, watching. Nina is a marine biologist , and
has acquired tetrodotoxin from a pufferfish , which causes paralysis and asphyxiation. Simon had reached a
crosswording final only to be beaten by Squires after the latter challenged that a u looked more like a v.
Depressed by the defeat, Simon had killed himself. As Nina induces vomiting, Squires makes a phone call.
Nina is left alone until Tyler enters. He tells Charlotteâ€”"Nina"â€”to hang on, before turning to the
crossword. Tyler reveals that he has no antidote for Charlotte, and will not call the emergency services.
Instead, he wants Squires to eat Charlotte, as the Sphinx would. Tyler tells Squires that he cannot call the
police, as the crossword displays premeditation: This is, Tyler says, his revenge. Tyler hands Squires the flesh;
he eats, fearing Charlotte will die. Charlotte and Tyler sought revenge on Squires, but Tyler changed plans so
Squires would include clues in the crossword. Squires confirms that his middle name is Hector as he weeps
over Charlotte, and Tyler circles something on the crossword. Charlotte is dead, and Squires loads the gun,
placing it in his mouth. Blood splatters over the crossword and a second nina: This play, like "The Riddle of
Sphinx", features a character named Nina and a gunshot suicide.
Chapter 4 : Martine Lesley | Open Library
Buy Morgan Swift and the Riddle of the Sphinx by Martine Lesley (ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low
prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

Chapter 5 : SparkNotes: The Oedipus Plays: Oedipus
Riddle of the Sphinx, Morgan and the girls accompany King, a gorgeous and sensitive rock star, to Egypt to observe him
making a rock video. While in Egypt, Morgan starts a romance with King, while trying to figure out who is plaguing his
expedition with death threats.

Chapter 6 : Swift Telescope Data Shows GC Still Quiescent - The Sphinx Stargate
See more like this The Riddle of Sphinx Island: See more like this (Good)-Morgan Swift and the Riddle of the Sphinx
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Chapter 7 : Formats and Editions of Morgan Swift and the riddle of the Sphinx [calendrierdelascience.com]
Books by Martine Lesley, Morgan Swift and the riddle of the Sphinx, Morgan Swift and the Trial of the Jaguar, Morgan
Swift and the trail of the jaguar, Morgan Swift and the mindmaster.

Chapter 8 : riddle of the sphinx | eBay
Taylor Swift 37/10 Post Malone 9/2 CMA Awards Predictions Entertainer of the Year. Luke Bryan 6/1 Chris Stapleton 6/1
Dive into the secrets of "Riddle of the Sphinx" below.

Chapter 9 : Oedipus | Greek mythology | calendrierdelascience.com
The Sphinx is a crazy monster with the head and breasts of a woman, the body of a lioness, the wings of a bird, and
(some say) a snake for a tail. Her favorite activity is sitting on a big rock outside of Thebes and asking everybody a
riddle.
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